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OVERVIEW
•
•
•
•

Human communication, in real-life
situations, is multimodal [1]
Speakers do not need to “repeat”
information provided by the environment
In current computational approaches to
language and vision the two modalities
are aligned rather than complementary
bd2bb: Novel task where either modality
is necessary but not suﬃcient

DATASET
•

•
•

We introduce bd2bb, a novel benchmark that requires
models combine complementary information from
language and vision: +10K crowdsourced datapoints
While solving bd2bb is relatively easy for humans
(~80% accuracy), SotA pre-trained multimodal encoders
struggle to achieve similar results (~60% accuracy)
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DISCUSSION
•

Given an image depicting a real-life
situation, 5 annotators provide 1) an
intention, i.e., how they might feel/
behave if they were in that image (If I…);
2) a target action, i.e., what they would
do based on that feeling/behavior (I will…)
Intention: ungrounded; Action: grounded
+10K valid <image, intention, action>
datapoints + rich linguistic annotation

MODELS & SETTINGS

EXAMPLES

•
•
•
•

Multimodal integration is the key: L&V
models outperform unimodal systems
Best models are far from humans: gap
of ~17% accuracy (20% in hard test set)
Pre-trained is better: largely pre-trained
systems outperform models trained from
scratch on the bd2bb task
Importance of richly-annotated
resources to test pre-trained systems
Importance of multimodal tasks where
L&V are genuinely complementary
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